
Peacekeeper Gun Belt
by BlackBeardBelts

Our new Peacekeeper Gun Belt takes gun belts to a whole new level with its ability to incrementally 

adjust to user demands. With the ability for precision 1/4” adjustments, the user can get and set the 

perfect size for any application.

Whether you’re competing in IDPA competitions, CCW/EDC, or law enforcement applications, our 

new Peacekeeper belt will become your new favorite.

Our belts are made from a near indestructible Polymer coated nylon material which ensures no roll 

over or folding, zero stretch, and impermeable to all weather conditions, unlike natural leather 

belts. It resists water, sweat, dirt, chemicals, blood, and most other liquids and 

substances. Cleaning only requires mild soap and water.

This coupled with a removable ratcheting buckle and ladder strap system, makes for an unbeatable 

belt system. If for some reason either were damaged, they can be changed easily without having to 

purchase a new belt.

•THE FINEST GUN BELT – Ridiculously STRONG, designed CCW & EDC – impermeable to most 

liquids, this belt is built to last. Check our product video out for torture testing!

•CARRY FRIENDLY – Even though our belt is strong, that doesn’t mean it’s not comfortable. Zero 

fold over, stretch or sag! It will easily hold anything you can strap to it. Also, our super easy sizing 

chart makes it a no brainer to size yourself.

•MOST COMFORT EVER – 9” of adjustable range with ¼” adjustability, makes this belt 

AMAZING. You will never wear a more comfortable belt. Aluminum/Steel Ratchet Buckle, with a 

super high tensile strength ladder strap made of Dupont Zytel rated at 500pds.

•LOOKS & FEELS LIKE LEATHER – Our belt is made from a super strong polymer coated nylon 

rated at 4500 lbs. Unlike natural leather, it will not absorb sweat, oil, mud, blood or anything else it 

comes in contact with. Just rinse off with mild soap and water.

•PATENT PENDING

Features                                                                          

9" Of Adjustability

Super Quick Donning & Removal

1/4" Incremental Adjustments

Zero Rollover or Stretch

Flexible in all Temperature Ranges

Made in the USA

Specs

1.5" Wide

5/32" Thick

Aluminum/Steel Ratchet Buckle

High Tensile Strength ladder strap

Military Grade Nylon Keeper

Super durable polymer coated nylon


